
ROC
Room Operations Center
Keeping your guests happy and delivering the level of service they expect can sometimes be a
challenge, especially when every interaction is a chance to delight them… or, leave them
frustrated. In order to help alleviate these challenges and drive operational efficiencies, we’ve
made it our priority to define the future of connected spaces by providing next generation in-room
solutions.
Evolve has developed a flexible, highly intuitive platform that combines intelligent in-room controls
with simple to use cloud-based software to create memorable guest experiences while reducing
costs. This platform is known as ROC, or Room Operations Center.
ROC is a hosted solution that gives you the ability to centrally manage the guest room experience
across all of your properties from any web-enabled device, including mobile phones, tablets, and
computers. It’s secure and reliable, providing unparalleled flexibility to meet your specific needs.
Its scalable architecture provides sustainable and environmentally friendly solutions to help guide
your technical road map, solving today’s needs and tomorrow’s problems. ROC adapts to meet
the business requirements of any property and naturally grows as those requirements continue to
change.
Discover how your business can benefit from ROC today.

Evolve ROC gives you the power to:



$





Increase staff productivity through simple, actionable data and user
friendly dashboards.

Reduce operating costs and meet your sustainability goals by
curtailing guest room energy usage.

Reduce the cost of installing, maintaining and managing your room control
system through ROC’s simplified, wireless infrastructure.



Receive improved features after installation ensuring your investment
increases in value instead of depreciating.



Increase guest experience and engagement through ROC’s configurable
and flexible control solutions.

Easily embed room controls onto third party software solutions or
integrate into ROC using our modern API.

Contact Us
ROC was built from the ground up with one goal in mind – to turn your investment in technology into an asset for
your business. To see if Evolve’s ROC platform is right for you, please contact an Evolve representative today or
visit us at www.evolvecontrols.com/explore/roc



info@eguestcontrols.com



855.750.9090



827 Lincoln Ave., Bldg 3
West Chester, PA 19380

